The following is the Provisional List of register numbers of successful candidates of The School Of Distance Education B.Com. R.R.(w.e.f. 2009-2010) Degree Examination, At the end of First year held In MAY 2016

PASSED IN FIRST YEAR WHOLE EXAMINATION

09BC01429 10BC05649 10BC51258 10BC51435 11BC01308 11BC51290 12BC00263
13BC00237 13BC00395 13BC00972 13BC00973 13BC01149 13BC01657 13BC01684
14BC00677 14BC00678 14BC01324 14BC01793 15BC00004 15BC00008 15BC00014
15BC00019 15BC00022 15BC00026 15BC00032 15BC00035 15BC00036 15BC00037
15BC00043 15BC00052 15BC00054 15BC00055 15BC00059 15BC00061 15BC00062
15BC00066 15BC00072 15BC00078 15BC00080 15BC00083 15BC00085 15BC00091
15BC00094 15BC00099 15BC0103 15BC01104 15BC01114 15BC01119 15BC01122
15BC0124 15BC0125 15BC0140 15BC0145 15BC0152 15BC0157 15BC0160
15BC0163 15BC0164 15BC0166 15BC0169 15BC0181 15BC0182 15BC0184
15BC0186 15BC0188 15BC0190 15BC0192 15BC0197 15BC0206 15BC0207
15BC0215 15BC0234 15BC0239 15BC0242 15BC0249 15BC0250 15BC0251 15BC0252
15BC0286 15BC0269 15BC0278 15BC0283 15BC0288 15BC0291 15BC0292
15BC0306 15BC0311 15BC0312 15BC0323 15BC0327 15BC0331 15BC0343
15BC0349 15BC0351 15BC0365 15BC0366 15BC0375 15BC0376 15BC0377
15BC0380 15BC0384 15BC0385 15BC0387 15BC0405 15BC0410 15BC0419
15BC0420 15BC0423 15BC0431 15BC0446 15BC0447 15BC0448 15BC0454
15BC0456 15BC0462 15BC0463 15BC0466 15BC0467 15BC0469 15BC0470
15BC0471 15BC0474 15BC0477 15BC0478 15BC0505 15BC0507 15BC0511
15BC0512 15BC0534 15BC0535 15BC0539 15BC0541 15BC0542 15BC0547
15BC0549 15BC0558 15BC0563 15BC0576 15BC0581 15BC0584 15BC0587
15BC0588 15BC0594 15BC0598 15BC0599 15BC0612 15BC0618 15BC0635
15BC0640 15BC0644 15BC0651 15BC0663 15BC0687 15BC0691 15BC0692
15BC0698 15BC0712 15BC0713 15BC0716 15BC0724 15BC0730 15BC0742
15BC0744 15BC0747 15BC0754 15BC0760 15BC0766 15BC0785 15BC0798
15BC0804 15BC0807 15BC0823 15BC0830 15BC0831 15BC0839 15BC0844
15BC0847 15BC0884 15BC0893 15BC0902 15BC0903 15BC0907 15BC0909
15BC0913 15BC0916 15BC0919 15BC0921 15BC0924 15BC0936 15BC0937
15BC0941 15BC0949 15BC0971 15BC0980 15BC0987 15BC0988 15BC0990
15BC0991 15BC0997 15BC1008 15BC1010 15BC1011 15BC1024 15BC1025
15BC1028 15BC1032 15BC1038 15BC1042 15BC1044 15BC1052 15BC1055
15BC1056 15BC1072 15BC1073 15BC1079 15BC1108 15BC1110 15BC1117
15BC1185 15BC1191 15BC1192 15BC1194 15BC1199 15BC1202 15BC1204
15BC1211 15BC1215 15BC1216 15BC1226 15BC1229 15BC1231 15BC1238
15BC1293 15BC1297 15BC1300 15BC1308 15BC1318 15BC1319
15BC1320 15BC1323 15BC1329 15BC1330 15BC1337 15BC1340 15BC1341
15BC1357 15BC1389 15BC1393 15BC1408 15BC1411 15BC1418 15BC1427
15BC1434 15BC1437 15BC1439 15BC1447 15BC1448 15BC1453 15BC1475
15BC1476 15BC1477 15BC1483 15BC1485 15BC1501 15BC1502 15BC1505
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Course Title</th>
<th>Credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>09BC00569</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09BC01008</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09BC01100</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09BC01200</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09BC01300</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09BC01400</td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09BC01500</td>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09BC01600</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09BC01700</td>
<td>Literature</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09BC01800</td>
<td>Art</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Passed in First Year Part I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Course Title</th>
<th>Credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>09BC00569</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09BC01008</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09BC01100</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09BC01200</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09BC01300</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09BC01400</td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09BC01500</td>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09BC01600</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09BC01700</td>
<td>Literature</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09BC01800</td>
<td>Art</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Passed in English**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Course Title</th>
<th>Credits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>09BC00569</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09BC01008</td>
<td>Physics</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09BC01100</td>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09BC01200</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09BC01300</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09BC01400</td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09BC01500</td>
<td>Economics</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09BC01600</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09BC01700</td>
<td>Literature</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09BC01800</td>
<td>Art</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PASSED IN INDIAN HERITAGE & CULTURE

09BC00084 09BC01444

PASSED IN FOUNDATION COURSE - I

10BC00235 10BC01243 10BC01270 10BC01415 10BC01941 10BC02031 10BC02219
10BC02421 11BC00841 11BC00955 11BC01174 11BC01864
PASSED IN FIRST YEAR PART - II
12BC50307 13BC00897 13BC51098 14BC01049 14BC01815 15BC00005 15BC00013
12BC00038 13BC00057 13BC00068 13BC00079 13BC00083 13BC00091 13BC00100
13BC00114 13BC00120 13BC00141 13BC00144 13BC00156 13BC00161 13BC00168
13BC00222 13BC00228 13BC00229 13BC00231 13BC00245 13BC00259 13BC00325
13BC00346 13BC00348 13BC00361 13BC00374 13BC00382 13BC00413 13BC00435
13BC00457 13BC00458 13BC00529 13BC00530 13BC00562 13BC00570 13BC00579
13BC00608 13BC00665 13BC00671 13BC00688 13BC00701 13BC00706 13BC00717
13BC00721 13BC00725 13BC00733 13BC00736 13BC00739 13BC00753
13BC00771 13BC00775 13BC00791 13BC00792 13BC00793 13BC00813 13BC00827
13BC00833 13BC00840 13BC00849 13BC00872 13BC00879 13BC00926 13BC00942
13BC00958 13BC00959 13BC00972 13BC01014 13BC01016 13BC01041 13BC01074
13BC01088 13BC01099 13BC01113 13BC01139 13BC01140 13BC01160 13BC01182
13BC01260 13BC01296 13BC01333 13BC01348 13BC01394 13BC01424 13BC01461
13BC01489 13BC01526 13BC01533 13BC01543 13BC01550 13BC01559 13BC01562
13BC01563 13BC01571 13BC01578 13BC01588 13BC01614 13BC01620 13BC01627
13BC01641 13BC01644 13BC01658 13BC01706 13BC01712 13BC01726 13BC01756
13BC01757 13BC01760 13BC32016 13BC43019 13BC43046 13BC43074 13BC43079
13BC43083 13BC43126

PASSED IN BUSINESS ECONOMICS
09BC00084 09BC00695 09BC01238 09BC01443 09BC01444 09BC01683 09BC01692
09BC01811 09BC50086 09BC50088 09BC50095 09BC50139 09BC50183 09BC50490
09BC50759 09BC51350 09BC51380 10BC00074 10BC00077 10BC00432 10BC00523
10BC00792 10BC00907 10BC00998 10BC01027 10BC01201 10BC01243 10BC01415
10BC01555 10BC01565 10BC01599 10BC01887 10BC05122 10BC50254 10BC50439
10BC50773 10BC51069 10BS51178 10BC51218 10BC51335 11BC00179 11BC00444
11BC01045 11BC01174 11BC01439 11BC01736 11BC01863 11BC01864 11BC02002
11BC02158 11BC02123 11BC51336 12BC00909 12BC0307 12BC0418 12BC0462
12BC0479 12BC0827 12BC0896 12BC01060 12BC01099 12BC01132 12BC01172
12BC01182 12BC01188 12BC01194 12BC01262 12BC01321 12BC01341 12BC01370
12BC01576 12BC01689 12BC01981 12BC02030 12BC02056 12BC02085 12BC02153
12BC02170 12BC02173 12BC02267 12BC32024 12BC32056 12BC32105 12BC50206
12BC50305 12BC50375 12BC50447 12BC50456 12BC50553 12BC50650 12BC50682
12BC50836 12BC50899 12BC50950 12BC51104 13BC00064 13BC00077 13BC00326
13BC00436 13BC00457 13BC00485 13BC00502 13BC00559 13BC00620 13BC00625
13BC00645 13BC00676 13BC00677 13BC00683 13BC00697 13BC00774 13BC00786
13BC00796 13BC01206 13BC01208 13BC01225 13BC01229 13BC01267 13BC01294
13BC01295 13BC01312 13BC01411 13BC01413 13BC01414 13BC01433 13BC01451
13BC01473 13BC01479 13BC01480 13BC01715 13BC01717 13BC01776 13BC01789
13BC01811 13BC50037 13BC50250 13BC50262 13BC50290 13BC50304 13BC50465
13BC50944 13BC50958 13BC50982 13BC51062 13BC51156 13BC51172 14BC00007
PASSED IN FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING - I

09BC00084 09BC01316 09BC01461 09BC05086 09BC05139 09BC05292 09BC05634
09BC05651 09BC51350 09BC51380 10BC00365 10BC00432 10BC00523 10BC01260
10BC01415 10BC01565 10BC01780 10BC01887 10BC32038 10BC50254 10BC50439
10BC51069 10BC51250 10BC51335 11BC00179 11BC00318 11BC00444 11BC01439
11BC01638 11BC01736 11BC50298 11BC50759 11BC51096 11BC51113 11BC93020
12BC00037 12BC00232 12BC00307 12BC00462 12BC00896 12BC01060 12BC01099
12BC01103 12BC01172 12BC01182 12BC01194 12BC01576 12BC01592 12BC01689
12BC01729 12BC01749 12BC01896 12BC02056 12BC02085 12BC02170 12BC02248
12BC02276 12BC02295 12BC02296 12BC32056 12BC50073 12BC50099 12BC50206
12BC50447 12BC50456 12BC50650 12BC50676 12BC50681 12BC50682 12BC50683
12BC50773 12BC50836 12BC50954 12BC51061 13BC00064 13BC00077 13BC00154
13BC00163 13BC00326 13BC00337 13BC00392 13BC00436 13BC00457 13BC00472
13BC00485 13BC00502 13BC00559 13BC00620 13BC00625 13BC00676 13BC00677
13BC00683 13BC00697 13BC00711 13BC00774 13BC00975 13BC01035 13BC01064
PASSED IN BUSINESS ORGANISATION AND MANAGEMENT
PASSED IN FUNDAMENTALS OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (THEORY)

09BC00084 09BC00333 09BC01444 09BC02306 09BC50086 09BC50139 09BC50833
09BC51273 09BC51350 09BC51380 10BC00027 10BC00432 10BC00523 10BC00899
10BC00907 10BC01027 10BC01243 10BC01270 10BC01415 10BC01887 10BC02316
10BC02421 10BC050254 10BC050439 10BC051069 10BC051218 10BC051335 11BC00154
11BC00179 11BC00444 11BC00955 11BC01402 11BC01439 11BC01736 11BC01863
11BC01864 11BC05118 11BC05750 11BC051336 11BC093020 12BC00037 12BC00115
12BC00307 12BC00319 12BC00326 12BC00390 12BC00418 12BC00462 12BC00896
12BC01060 12BC01082 12BC01187 12BC01132 12BC01172 12BC01182 12BC01194
12BC01273 12BC01321 12BC01348 12BC02085 12BC02170 12BC02213 12BC02276
12BC02295 12BC02296 12BC02317 12BC02324 12BC03411 12BC05261 12BC05456
12BC05650 12BC05836 13BC00064 13BC00077 13BC00106 13BC00215 13BC00281
13BC00317 13BC00436 13BC00457 13BC00485 13BC00502 13BC00532 13BC00559
13BC00620 13BC00625 13BC00676 13BC00677 13BC00683 13BC00697 13BC00774
13BC00796 13BC00805 13BC00961 13BC01000 13BC01067 13BC01113 13BC01147
13BC01157 13BC01206 13BC01229 13BC01267 13BC01277 13BC01294 13BC01295
13BC01411 13BC01414 13BC01451 13BC01479 13BC01480 13BC01650 13BC01680
13BC01717 13BC01776 13BC01789 13BC01807 13BC01811 13BC01837 13BC05103
13BC05250 13BC05290 13BC05304 13BC05465 13BC05817 13BC05944 13BC05958
13BC05117 13BC082010 14BC00045 14BC00054 14BC00055 14BC00093 14BC00144
14BC00241 14BC00244 14BC00245 14BC00263 14BC00270 14BC00356 14BC00401
14BC00409 14BC00454 14BC00456 14BC00457 14BC00541 14BC00661 14BC00672
14BC00707 14BC00721 14BC00753 14BC00812 14BC00814 14BC00815 14BC00851
14BC00902 14BC00993 14BC01059 14BC01086 14BC01087 14BC01143 14BC01280
14BC01306 14BC01321 14BC01392 14BC01429 14BC01476 14BC01607 14BC01610
14BC01623 14BC01635 14BC01706 14BC01738 14BC01756 14BC01761 14BC01764
14BC01797 14BC01813 14BC01842 14BC01890 14BC01913 14BC01972 14BC01989
PASSED IN FUNDAMENTALS OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (PRACTICALS)
PASSED IN COMPUTER COURSE - I

10BC00432 10BC00523 10BC00907 10BC01178 10BC01243 10BC01270 10BC01415
10BC01502 10BC01565 10BC01887 10BC01941 10BC05025 10BC05049 10BC050630
10BC51069 10BC51335 11BC00179 11BC00444 11BC00976 11BC01174 11BC01439
11BC01736 11BC02082 11BC02158 11BC32074 11BC50297 11BC51336 12BC00037
12BC00115 12BC00307 12BC00418 12BC00462 12BC00896 12BC01060 12BC01087
12BC01182 12BC01309 12BC01341 12BC01506 12BC01689 12BC02056 12BC02170
12BC32105 12BC32126 12BC43011 12BC50261 12BC50270 12BC50286
12BC50650 12BC50836 12BC51081 12BC51104 13BC00077 13BC00102 13BC00127
13BC00136 13BC00317 13BC00326 13BC00338 13BC00409 13BC00457 13BC00485
13BC00502 13BC00532 13BC00559 13BC00620 13BC00625 13BC00646 13BC00676
13BC00677 13BC00683 13BC00774 13BC00923 13BC01000 13BC01045 13BC01064
13BC01113 13BC01157 13BC01163 13BC01206 13BC01277 13BC01294 13BC01295
13BC01411 13BC01414 13BC01433 13BC01451 13BC01479 13BC01480 13BC01527
13BC01680 13BC01776 13BC01784 13BC01804 13BC01807 13BC32054 13BC50070
13BC50103 13BC50168 13BC50213 13BC50250 13BC50287 13BC50304 13BC50396
13BC50465 13BC50776 13BC50916 13BC50944 13BC50958 13BC51037 13BC51156
13BC51172 13BC82010 13BC82018 13BC93005 14BC00008 14BC00054 14BC00093
14BC00102 14BC00144 14BC00150 14BC00181 14BC00182 14BC00241 14BC00244
14BC00245 14BC00341 14BC00342 14BC00356 14BC00373 14BC00401 14BC00418
THE RESULTS OF THE FOLLOWING REGISTER NOS. WILL BE ANNOUNCED LATER

09BC01064   10BC05069   11BC05071   12BC00146   12BC50103   13BC00057   13BC01325
13BC01348   14BC01298   14BC01386   14BC01483   14BC02074   14BC50140   14BC50665
14BC50643   15BC00023   15BC00591   15BC00944   15BC01096   15BC01368
15BC01544   15BC01631   15BC01633   15BC01686   15BC01717   15BC01722   15BC01766
15BC43123

THE RESULTS OF THE FOLLOWING REGISTER NOS. ARE WITHHELD

14BC82025   15BC00097   15BC01351
NOTE:
1. The marks statements of the Candidates of the School of Distance Education will be despatched direct to the candidates to the addresses furnished in their Examination Applications, to those candidates who owe no dues to the School.

2. The requisitions from the candidates for revaluation of their scripts shall be addressed to Deputy Registrar, School of Distance Education, Andhra University, Waltair and to reach him within a period of thirty (30) days from the date of publishing the results at the Office of the School of Distance Education, and they are required to put in their requisition accompanied by (i) A Demand Draft in favour of the Registrar, Andhra University, Waltair towards the prescribed revaluation fee of Rs.750/- (Rupees SEVEN hundred FIFTY only) for each answer script, and (ii) A specimen handwriting, unstamped two self addressed covers (iii) Xerox copy of marks statements.

3. The Candidates applying for the revaluation of their valued answer scripts have to apply in prescribed format and requisite fee and send the same to office of the School of Distance Education. The result of the revaluation will be communicated to the candidates directly. Such students are advised to apply for subsequent exams in case they wish to do so without waiting for revaluation results.

4. "DUPLICATE MARKS LISTS AND PROVISIONAL CERTIFICATES WILL NOT BE ISSUED WITHIN 30 (THIRTY) DAYS FROM THE DATE OF PUBLICATION OF THE RESULTS".

5. "ANY COMPLAINT, REPRESENTATION, APPEAL, LEGAL SUIT FOR REDRESSAL OF EXAMINATION RELATED GRIEVANCE SHALL HAVE TO BE SUBMITTED WITHIN 90 (NINETY) DAYS FROM THE DATE OF PUBLICATION OF THE RESULT".

6. THE REGISTERED CANDIDATES WHO WISH TO GET THE PHOTOCOPIES OF THEIR ANSWER SCRIPTS MAY DO SO, ON PAYMENT OF RS. 800/- FOR EACH SCRIPT TO THE UNIVERSITY (BY WAY OF DD DRAWN IN FAVOUR OF THE REGISTRAR, ANDHRA UNIVERSITY PAYABLE AT VISAKHAPATNAM ON ANY NATIONALISED BANK), WITHIN 15 DAYS FROM THE DATE OF PUBLICATION OF THE RESULT (AS GIVEN AT THE END OF THIS RESULT SHEET) AND IF FURTHER THEY WISH TO GET REVALUED THOSE ANSWER SCRIPTS, THEY MAY DO SO WITHIN 5 (FIVE) DAYS. FOR THIS PURPOSE, THEY MAY APPLY IN WRITING TO THE DIRECTOR, SCHOOL OF DISTANCE EDUCATION, AU, VSKP FURNISHING ALL THE REQUIRED PARTICULARS, NAME OF THE CANDIDATE, TITLE OF THE PAPER, YEAR OF DEGREE, i.e. I YEAR/ II YEAR/III YEAR, DETAILS OF AMOUNT PAID @ RS. 800/- FOR EACH ANSWER SCRIPT THE CANDIDATES WISHES TO GET, i.e. DD NUMBER, DATE, AMOUNT, NAME OF THE BANK, ETC. ADDRESS FOR COMMUNICATION MENTIONING THEIR CONTACT PHONE NUMBER, ETC.

BY ORDER

Waltair
Date: 30-06-2016
Endt. No: SDE/Examination(II)-B COM/may-2016 Dt. 30-06-2016

PROF. L. D. SUDHAKARA BABU
DIRECTOR

DEPUTY REGISTRAR

Copies to
The Principal of the Colleges of the Examination centres of the School of Distance Education,
Copy to the Secretary to the Vice-Chancellor for favour of information
Copy to P.A. to the Registrar for favour of information.